
Introduction: Baudelaire and Rimbaud
Translations

For this portfolio on experimental translation, we started by placing a
sheaf of contemporary and impious translations of Charles Baudelaire’s
“Correspondances” next to a similarly wild bunch of versions and remixes
of a segment of Arthur Rimbaud’s “Le Bateau ivre.” Truth be told, this con-
junction was an aleatory happening, a function of a short deadline rather than
intentional editorial craft. But this aleatory principle, this chance montage,
allowed for precisely the kind of exploration and connectivity that flourishes
in experimental translation, opening energies to which all-too-strict and con-
trolled performances are sometimes blind. Because, in fact, even without the
translations you are about to read, a reflection on the poetics of Rimbaud and
Baudelaire leads one to think about why anyone would want to practice
translation against itself.

In her 1981 book The Poetics of Indeterminacy, Marjorie Perloff pitted
Baudelaire against Rimbaud for the heart and soul of contemporary poetics.
In Perloff’s account, Baudelaire stands for the Symbolist avant-garde, which
attended to the meaning-effects of a poem in a way that, while unprecedent-
ed, still offered the possibility that its mysterious images and weird conjunc-
tions could be deciphered. Rimbaud, in contrast, inaugurates the “other
scene” of contemporary poetics, trafficking in indeterminate and undecidable
signification—the pure play of surfaces evident in the work of John Ashbery,
Gertrude Stein, and David Antin (Perloff’s examples), and providing a
counter-tradition to the more Eliotic tendencies in twentieth-century poetry.
The move from Baudelaire to Rimbaud, then, is the movement not only from
Symbolism to anti-Symbolism, but also from a cosmos of coherent meaning
to a world of more ambiguous consistencies.   

Translation proper is a consummately symbolic procedure. The search
for what-means-what goes on even when approaching the most indetermi-
nate texts. Injecting indeterminacy into translation, then, unsettles all sym-
bolic contracts, and shows how deep these contracts run. Experimental trans-
lation makes the indeterminacy of Rimbaud indeterminate, and turns
Baudelaire on his head. One hopes that language itself becomes strange,
pointing to more absolute conjunctions of meaning—the vertical correspon-
dences that Arthur Symons (one of the first theorists of Symbolism)
described as Symbolism’s mystic or utopian aim.  
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Baudelaire’s “Correspondences”: 
An Introduction

Is nature a temple, a tomb, a city, a poem? If you make an “index of first
lines” of the various versions of Baudelaire’s “Correspondances” we've col-
lected for this issue of Western Humanities Review, you will find that it is all
those things and more. Nature both is what it IS and what it presumably IS
NOT under the force of each poet's “is.” In the mycelium of linkages and
breaks, something is uncovered that is no mere surface phenomenon—or if
surface is like the expanding resonances of Deleuze’s “plane of consistency,”
a new conceptual territory formed out of microconnections and chance
swerves and, and, and . . . . Translating a (Symbolist) poem, like eyeing a
quantum particle, necessitates the yoking of incommensurable perceptions in
order to understand a higher-dimensional reality.  

When I first came across the “Correspondances” of Baudelaire, it left
me cold. I was directed to it while doing research on the mystical histories
and various spiritual undergrounds that attended the defunct megaconcept of
the “ether.” Many say that the notion of “correspondences” derives from the
visionary writings of Emanuel Swedenborg; however, its provenance is
much older, as it underlies any pre-Enlightenment doctrine that posits nature,
analogy, and language as twisted into a Rapunzel-braid by which we can
climb to the divine. In the universe of correspondences, meaning is net-
worked and everything is connected. This Doctrine of Correspondences is
not only the source of certain pantheistic ideas of divine immanence, but it
also is the source of the translational fantasy that there is one language—
unbroken by history, geography, and war—that can be found in the frag-
ments of our everyday Babel, should one care to look (or listen). So it is that
the poem “Correspondances” may be boring, without the charming cranki-
ness or perversity of Baudelaire’s other work; but that is only if we take the
poem to be a singular work, rather than an invitation to explore a wider, per-
haps hidden field of meaning, a bohemian via negativa that threatens to be
lost every time we assume we know what is, and what is is.

This paradox of the thoroughly modern poet engaging such outmoded
ideas, is perhaps why Benjamin was drawn to Baudelaire, and why this poem
may be a key not just to the work of Baudelaire, but to the translational fasci-
nation with the myth of a pre-Babelian unity as a metaphor for seeking out
lost languages, in-between languages, language becoming strange in the
evacuation of quotidian meaning. This presumed unity of language behind
language is perhaps why, for Benjamin, translation is a constant activity,
doomed to fail but full of moments in which a utopian fullness flares up.
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The symbolism of both Baudelaire and Rimbaud (translations of whose “Le
Bateau ivre” have been collected for this issue by Anna Rosenwong) tends
toward “vertical” as opposed to “horizontal” correspondences, into the ethers
of transhistorical thought-space rather than the quagmires of subjective sense
and emotionality. Yet, their symbolism can convey both an existential depth
(words evoking an untranslatable array of emotions or synaesthetic intensity)
or a transcendental awareness (directing the reader toward the visionary,
ecstatic, or utopian absolute).  

So Baudelaire and Rimbaud are already engaged in a translational prob-
lem: that of the “symbolic” itself as it transmits unspoken or unspeakable
experience. Tellingly, even the notion of “Symbolism” as a movement that
would help explain, and thus translate, these poets’ intentions, would come
after the fact of these poems. As “poètes maudits” they have, intentionally or
not, placed themselves outside of tradition, in a tenuous relation to
Romanticism and in a risky affair with the future. Their break with the trans-
actional guarantees of language and the social threatens ultimate transmis-
sional failure, which makes it all the more remarkable that these poets’
works now have such widespread acceptance. Perhaps like the poems of
Emily Dickinson, those of Baudelaire and especially Rimbaud are from the
start mutations of spirit that essentially resist publication, yet still proliferate
like wildflowers.      

Wild as they are, their work also poses the problem of translating
nature—how we translate it with the senses, or how we are translated into it
(becoming non-sense). The poets were dealing with a transfer, and are even
thematizing that transfer, of an apoetic reality into poetry, or maybe vice-
versa. Nature is translated even as its own translational force recodes or
decodes or decomposes the poet, and this translation is neither dutiful nor
scientific, but thanatoptic and cosmological, maintaining affinities with their
post-natural heirs, from the acquisitive bizarreries of Huysmann’s Au
Rebours to the tacky phantasmagoria of sea punk.     

For this experiment, we’ve created a texture of literal “correspondences”
with Baudelaire’s poem and with each other that are neither strictly horizon-
tal nor vertical, but may be more modeled on the loop—a metaphor operative
for cybernetic feedback ecologies, crowd-sourced emergence, and remix aes-
thetics. The archive of literary history is a layer of “nature” from which the
poets included here draw out a new nature. Just as Rimbaud and Baudelaire
partook in the symbol's Kantian revolution (which Ernst Cassier describes as
the moment when language is not presumed to refer to an outward truth but
rather is understood to create a truth value internal to its own commerce), the
following translations partake of the appropriative revolution in which
unique works no longer refer back to the author but create an open environ-
ment that exists only to the extent that it is in constant transformation. Just as
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Rimbaud and Baudelaire’s poems array symbols “not [as] imitations, but
organs of reality,” so now, in an age of appropriation and remix and anti-
Kantian realism, do our translations literally reorganize and mutate how we
think of and read the originals. Or how we read in general.

The mystical themes of the “Correspondances,” resonating with transla-
tion theory's perennial fascination with the cosmogony of language, may lead
us into discussions redolent with references to religious experience and
myth, but they need not . . . . So I'm wondering whether it’s best to cut past
the homilies and anti-homilies about translation and its presumed “faithful-
ness” and instead immediately present new models that “Correspondances”
and “Le Bateau ivre” suggest—models not underwritten by religion or reli-
gious interdiction, but rather by something like a poetics of a post-natural
science. Perhaps we are not there yet with this modest collection of reboots,
however, I would like to suggest a few transjectories for future experimenta-
tion. How might we extend this Symbolist-slash-Romantic mutational trans-
lation of the natural into the 21st century? I’m thinking, for example, of
works of translation such as Brian Conley’s Decipherment of Linear X, in
which the artist interprets the chambers in trees formed by beetle larvae as
language. Other artists have drawn meaning from the exact surfaces of
nature—Rilke’s coronal suture, Roger Caillois’ stones, and Christian Bök’s
bacteria—and pataphysically decoded what they “divined” therein. Can we
think of translation less in terms of replication, conservation, and fidelity,
and more in terms of emergence, (biological) adaptation, entropy, and inde-
terminacy? What are the philosophical links between post-natural or cyber-
netic theories of nature and the poetics and politics of appropriation? What is
the “object” of translation in this new network of correspondences, this tem-
ple de vivants piliers?
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Correspondences  

La Nature est un temple où de vivants piliers
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles;
L’homme y passe à travers des forêts de symboles
Qui l’observent avec des regards familiers.

Comme de longs échos qui de loin se confondent
Dans une ténébreuse et profonde unité,
Vaste comme la nuit et comme la clarté,
Les parfums, les couleurs et les sons se répondent.

II est des parfums frais comme des chairs d’enfants,
Doux comme les hautbois, verts comme les prairies,
—Et d’autres, corrompus, riches et triomphants,

Ayant l’expansion des choses infinies,
Comme l’ambre, le musc, le benjoin et l’encens,
Qui chantent les transports de l’esprit et des sens.
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Chorus Pond Hence 

Nature’s living pillars, tempestuous trees
My confusion is yours when they speak Words
and use us as their metaphors while we walk their woods
They look at us, dumb us, look at us, what do we hear?

Like philosophy seen only from afar jars
into one dark tremendous unity vast as night
and clear as clarity is a word where Clarity lies and
perfumes, colours, sounds all commingle

In scents sweet as the scalp of newborns,
fresh-hewn pipes of wood, green prairies of the Peace
resisting those other smells that corrupt, rich and triumphant

That claim for themselves the infinity of Things,
like amber, musk, frankincense and incense

and so keep their bankers’ hours and bankers’ jars
as we flee their sense in trees to find our own senselessness’ sensational 

sensations . . . 
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Correspondences 

Sometimes holy trees speak
Brokenly, and openly gaze
At a girl as she passes

Like echoes vastly like night and like dawn like babies like oboes like 
meadows like Amber like musk like medicine like incense

In the deeply unifying shade

Scents colours sounds collaborate
Crying out in their rich congress

Unfinished things expand
This is the rapture of her mind and her body
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Correspondences 
(from “Baudelaire Suite”)

Nature, where I come from,
is a bunch of pillars

I have not forgotten the light
through the windows naked
plaster Venus tucked between shrubs

The sun watching as we ate in silence
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recognitions

i carry my symbol
wherever i go.

not only in dreams
but also in that 
state of delirium
which precedes sleep

i discover a 
congruity of colours
sounds and fragrances:

temple against finger
cold nails eternally carbonized,
flesh from bone 
divides without a pang,
the face the index 
of the mind,
a compass of diction,
sonneteering about the horrors.

fastclosing eyes expect
to see a living visage
with the impotent rage of 
someone fighting the rain.

yet not to resemble 
one’s neighbour,
that is everything.

fleetingness gives a kind of reality,
by breaking the mirror 
would we destroy the object—
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Correspondences 

If a line leafs, as leaves follow flowers
fading before they have ever happened,
that is spring, and this is language.

A simultaneity happens that has never happened—
speaking to you now of magnolias
edging brown before description—
before description allows itself to be enacted,

before magnolias transition from winter bud, possibly
to scatter on sidewalk. Before us, before we
have walked over them before us. They develop in
time that moves through us, even as we move against

it, losing a day as we float backward past datelines and
equators, in time that moves whether in space or in motion,
that time is in our body—and while in our minds, which

are energies made of an incessant construction of the various
entities of our body rubbing against each other in constant
reorganization of combustion and transmission—even in
our mind-energies, there is only simultaneity—our multiple

consciousness frames events as one happening, relational, the trip
ten years ago jostles the plan for employment—memory
is future—we remember as to be able to travel forward—if
we do not, would not, dwell in the past we become disorganized,

our parts no longer able to communicate: communication depends on
electrical flashes mobilized from pt. A to pt. B and instantly back
again, creating a simultaneous line of both and all directions,
even affecting all the points, creating not a circle but a woven

sphere within spheres and triangle and all ovoid, rectangles, elliptical—
cohered into a cone that, travelled through by plane, then wears
on the body. Again the body is time in that these instantaneous,
multidirectional, simultaneous communiqués show by their

energies, or no, there is no cause right now to find. Instead, display
what seems to be a passage of time thru the body, but the
body is time—nothing passes through it, time is not a river
but the body in beautiful entropy, is of it, not just in it,

cannot be described in conjunction or as other.
Just body/time without equal sign. But nature is a temple,
filled with living pillars, the flat plane passes through the cone
made of many geometric parts, the cone is altered, the plane

has passed through and has not happened yet, the plane is memory
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and the cone is what is being assembled, always under construction,
a collection of tangents, and as plane passes through, small pieces
cling to it, journeying elsewhere and leaving cone eroded, as

living pillars speak in blurry languages; what they say is mistranslated,
they may be in the temple of nature, or of it, or the temple is
where time becomes the entity we always imagined it to be,
something separate and comprehensible in that separation

from us, to be able to stand apart like a pillar and observe, even if
for one second, a second occurring with all the other seconds
around it, companionably, to make a minute that occurs with
all the other minutes, to take a hold of, like grabbing a river,

that which is exactly what it is not and therefore maybe might be.
The space between eye and eye elided in transmission
of gazing at self in a mirror, and looking once and
at the other organ of vision, the brain compensates and reaches

conclusion before induction has even laddered.
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Correspondences 

Nature sing out on our broken sunglasses. Lean alive
In the cold slow mailroom misdirecting our sentences.
Pass by my apartment on your way to the forest of symbols
With money in your pocket, looking forward to those familiar faces.

When you resound in the hallway stand proud being vegetarian,
So the dog wouldn’t bite your arm on the beach, but joined your side, 

spitting.
The pause between this room where you sleep and the wine singing in your 

head 
Leaves the smell of cold days you’ve borrowed, and the tropical ones now 

returning, looking for payback.

Your kind has its hands meddling deep in baby carriages, searching an office 
in a frenzy,

Taking the lead in a sad dance. Hotheads may try to do you in with a smile 
and a lead pipe against your forearm,

But only an actress’ body and beautiful wealth will win you over.

Are you sure that thieves’ houses aren’t too full with uncatalogued booty?
The stars burn red-brown with hot music released by brave scientists.
Quit carrying on from the wheelchair of your spirit and lay the cold water out 

on a new morning of the senses!
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Correspondences 

Nature is a temple and we her live pillars.
Sometimes she leaves us, which is confusing.
Oh Felix, why must we pass through her forest of symbols,
never knowing the meaning of each one?

Like long, long echoes from a soothing confidant,
she becomes that mysterious unity.
O vast night! O vast clarity!
Your perfume, sound, color are all that can respond.

And inside these perfumes, fresh as an infant’s flesh,
soft as the high wood, green as prairies,
there’s everything else—rich, corrupt, and degradable— 

possessed of the infinite expansion of the infinite, 
infinite amber, infinite sense, infinite incense.
Oh my Felix, your song transports my spirit back to its senses. 
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Correspondences 

nature’s temple alive with pilings
lying pliant, sordid upon confused pastries
the man with passing travesty has a fort of semblance
it is he who observes with a family’s regard

coming along the echoes of my confident loin
dancers use the teenier of bruised profundity to unite
vast are the meals of night and the clarity of coming
the smells, the colors, the sons of those who answer telephones

the fresh scents of chairs and infants
both with the habits of spring time prairies
—how the hue, corrupt and rich, triumphs

to begin the growing of ever infinite
with the amber music and joyful license
such enchantment sends our spirit to our sense
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This Thing Reminded Me of 
That Other Thing 

Nature is a temple of livingdead pliers
And lazy perfumes to confuse your parole officer;
Homie, pass the symbolic forest,
quickly observant regarding this familiar shit.

Come long echoes in my confident loins,
Dancing the tender bruise of profound Queen Latifah,
Vast come nuts and bad flowers,
More perfume, but colorful and less responsive this time.

It's that whipcreamy perfume on the highchair,
Twice come the hot boys, vertical all over the prairie;
Krampus, that golden trombone,

Chooses infinite expansion (a kinky business strategy!),
His cum smells like amber, incessant muscley benjamins,
Chanting about the senseless spritzers he transported.
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This Is That

Nature a poem with living lines
Leaving left for right in a weaving trace
Where lives have left off traipsing
In paths so alike their outs and ins

Like this echo which in that looses reference
And a dancer's heart recalls long ago bruises
The void makes a gap between a tree its breezes.
The breeze forgets the difference.

Like speechless babes, the fragile perfume of “as is”
Over forests of the West, and vast green prair’es
The nuance that undoes distances—

Before we extrapolate an infinity of things
The corruption of senses in hard bodies and incenses
Remember what links each sense to what sings.
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Correspondances

Out of the cereal box is my love Paul, who sometimes
Uses an Emo-style hierarchy position to sabotage plans,
Who gives our dog of fifteen years Atkins-style
Slices before sunset and gender is your brain.

Like dictation in a woman’s car crash, which gets
Stars and piercings too in wet water-sweat,
Large as white power, like math;
Shit, perfectionists, drugs multiply.

You look like playing football or baseball with friends,
Fight! Fight! And jump off a bridge,
—And others, gnarly, intuitive, deep,

Having a Montreal bar be about faith,
Like energy, approachability, and razor blades
Your eyes are killing me.
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Correspondences

Something I meant to do . . . something unnatural. 
Squeeze a pill between my tonsils. See what the 
tonsure does to my temples? Makes my brain look bigger? 
I see you looking at me—familiar and observant.  

There’s a noise that saturates Oakland. I’m confident 
it saturates the helium deposits pilloried 
in the nitrate-rich boneyard of the bay. 
I know! That sound stirred me, too,  

from the orgiastic perfume of a delightful dream 
in which I munched the profundity of not one, 
not two . . . but like five children, 
their lives and their flaky attention  

cool as the skin of leftover plums. 
Sorry to make Charles Baudelaire a cannibal. 
It was hard enough to be him. Sorry 
to suggest this gastrophagous bent consumed 
him and that remarkable ascot. 

Oh fine, be incensed. For a minute, on the train, I saw 
you loving its sound. Its spirit. Its essence.
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Correspondences

Nature is a city in which giant trees 
speak in whispers; commuters pass there 
through forests of advertisements 
which plead and beg and stare with greedy eyes.
Like the long echoes from a distant traffic jam
where diesel truck and Vespa mingle their exhausts, 
like a dark bar with the lights out, as bright as neon, 
radios, magazines and billboards all agree.

There are jingles as harsh as the stares of children,
as glittery as glockenspiels, as brown as beer, 
—and other ads are corrupt, cloying, brassy,
their vacuous tunes echo in the mind forever,
like whisky with ginger beer and chloral hydrate, ads
that sing the ecstasy of an ample disposable income.
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Collocations

nature, living
pillars, temple,
whispers familiar,
kindred murmur,
confounding, dappled,
forest, aromatic,
whose yield 
symbolic springs

echoing moonlit 
oneness, overbearing,
imperious mingling,
prolonged transmission,
unison, flesh
umbrageous unbars, 
correlatives darksome,
darkling, decadent

midnight, space,
daylight, strange,
sphere, noon,
assembled diffusion,
induction, interchange
senses simultaneous

bloom combustion,
unity, infant,
utter sin,
distant, infinite

expands expansion,
expansions, expansiveness
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Correspondences

I don’t think language is light, 
but something sees through the floating corset 
passing through the colon of this salsa, 
I chug it with my familiars.

Nothing really resembles anything else 
and language is not light. 
Hold up this page, you’re just trying to 
conjugate plastic. 
It doesn’t. There are sovereigns so fabulous  

they delight in roasting children. 
(A horrible Baudelaireanism to include 
in this translation for you 
who have just painted a nursery. Did you all 
decide on taupe or emerald?) Nevermind

they do not delight in roasting children 
but rather tomatillos. The whining skins 
of peppers. Corn. Corn from 
musky, incendiary tubes.
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Correspondences

NATURE’s east of the un-temple. Dove’s pliers
smell like BLEEP parfait, sorta, duh, confuses parolees! 
“Man Wipes BLEEP at Ravers Day 4”, duh, some balls 
key lobster vans, aw BLEEP this guard’s familiar . . . 
BLEEP, duh, the long echoes of confident loins
—Dan’s. Ten fond bruises eat prof units, 
VatiBLEEP, BLEEP nougat. Los Angeles lacks art, 
lay-perfumes, lay-colors; it’s a sun repository
of desk perfumes, BLEEP farts, High-Chair Days. 
Do BLEEP on hoboes, BLEEP green on prairies,
eat others at the Co-Rumpus, rich trisexual el’phants, 
Aryan Expansion Days, “choose infinity”,
lamb BLEEP, muscles!, Ben joins us in sin . . .
Quiche transports my spirit, as does sin.
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In which La Nature rejects its correlates

“Self-revelation is annihilation of self”

Lana Turner's living
Still life of words
(see baud rate, see disambiguation)
You lost me at Shirley
Temple’s temple
Mounts of words
Crossed forests
Crossed out
Intimate symbol
Of sweets
Of the stink
Of subjects she sings

No man’s mottled nose
No oboe
to judge
to Cleave amber

Nature is never adequate
to the revolting dead 
Adolescent 
Hardwood doubled
Green screened
Vibrant bullet 
Organized
as if subjects exist

Not knowing it’s dead
La fabrique du pre
Works day and night
Green light for white flight
As it reproduces itself
Say what?
Delete stink of flesh
Deep aura
Echo as ecstacy
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Connotes
‘Heads up!’
No cognate released 
No sense of singing
Vampire blood on lip
No scent of infinite thing
Gasping abreast
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Correspondences

SENTIMENT: PERFUME/MUSIC/FORESTRY

Color. Light. Psych. 
Resin. Red. Soul.

Posit. Posit. Negat. 
Negat. Neut. Neut.

Flesh. Forest. Sense. 
Triumph. Echo. Ecstasy.

Negat. Posit. Posit. 
Posit. Neut. Posit.

Temple. Man. Distance. 
Amber. Voice. Night.

Negat. Posit. Negat. 
Posit. Neut. Negat.

Child. Eye. Word. 
Meadow. Dark. Unit.

Posit. Neut. Neut. 
Posit. Negat. Neut.

SENTIMENT:
SENIOR LIVING/MAGIC & ILLUSION/CHILDREN

Glance. Range. Hue. 
Transport. Song. Incense.

Negat. Neut. Neut. 
Neut. Posit. Negat.

Time. Nature. Benjamin. 
Symbol. Vault. Noon.
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Neut. Neut. Posit
Neut. Neut. Neut.

Aroma. Nature. Clarity. 
Porn. Guitar. Pilgrim.

Neut. Neut. Posit. 
Negat. Posit. Neut.

Oboe. Fire. Chant. 
Infant. Call. Shadow.

Posit. Negat. Posit. 
Posit. Neut. Negat.
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Correspondences

Omigod, the natural, spare 
me. Elaborate routinization of genetic entropy, 
so guys passing by give me those salty looks 
(Lawry’s). The seats of Ferraris feel familiar,

like the caress of a sibling in prehistory. 
Fossilized moss fondues, 
dense as old cake, profound as Modernism; 
vast crumb fondue which I duly, you know, buy online.

Perfume is colorless, my dudes, 
just like my siblings. We’re hot, we’re related, 
we emerge in the prairies like a twist 
on the chalupa. Wet the wrapper if you want

it to stick. If you want to be rich, 
if you want to be triumphant. Make it clap 
the pods of you, but don’t start lecturing 
me about “the natural.” 

I just told a barista that I have  
a twin brother. And yet I wasn’t 
even so much “born” as set-down- 
adjacent-to-these-other-things.
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Correspondences, counterpoint

Dark woods. A shady grove.
Forests of symbols.  

Yon dappled cluster'd trees.
Such shimmers of verbal nuance

infuse the poem 
as Poem.

Contrapuntally, these holm oaks
twist to light, struggle up, 

survive through drought,
grapple with changes 

on this minor forest floor:
leaves in compost, fungus clots in spoor.

Twigs turn, angle, addle, zig and zag,
lichens spot them: sulfur gold, gray foam

live on branches gone to dead.
These oaks are found in Hesiod.

Chêne des garrigues—garric as twisted (Occitan);
Chapparal from Basque for little thicket.

“La Nature” is part of this, and all.
When any trees grow straight as columns,

especially if tall, 
they are wealth, 

clear cut for masts, roof beams, and rafters.
in ancient time deforested.

Old growth can never be replaced. 
There's only once for trees that tall.

After, another ecology will emerge.
Still, as Hesiod said,

scrubby holm oak makes a plough
tough enough to cut hard-crusted earth.
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We have almost zero sense of the intricate
syllables and untranslatable totality of 

cellular languages, 
the lexicons of DNA,

networks articulated 
by the “Nature” that we are.

We’ve barely got it now. And we’ll never 
decode it to the nub; any translation of “nature” 

will reverb its own echoes,
whether by elaboration, worshipful mimesis, 

exquisite approximation,
or appropriative catachresis.

We can never achieve the absolute core,
the essence. There’s always more:

another turn
in the intricate between

expressing layers of mystery:
the gene.

Thus it's hard to feel that “Nature,” as
these twisted trees stuck in my bit of woods,

is prone to understand or to forgive
anything. Those particular concepts

are strange to trees, even if they are sentient 
and metamorphic in their own ways. 

Why seek—or even see—benign and generous 
tolerance from any metaphoric trees? 

Isn’t this pure projection?
Their implacability, their vast differences

from human wounds and needs 
are austere and unseeing.

Our temporalities are split from theirs;
though interdependent spaces 

remain palpable 
even when mythologized. 

And parallels between this raw 
wood-stuff and our human substance
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are suggestive—
we have limbs and roots,

we reproduce by seed,
we have analogous flowering, fruit, and fall.

We are “Nature,” but under less 
predictable laws than “Nature” alone is.

A whole poem could turn to that:
could point to our excesses and pleasures, 

improvements and plunder:
that’s just the way we are.

Some destructive behaviors can be unlearned—
but we have our needs too!

We need that wood. It’s good for fire.
We need to build.

We need to clear for fields.
Our correspondences with trees 

and yet our foreignness, are, by every calculus,
both unbridgeable and intimate. 

Yearning is one result—
we are soulfully prone to words

like plangency, ambergris,
turquoise, lapis, and patchouli 

because 
(this is quite over-generalized, 

and the whole poem
could really comment on that fact)—

we are oft-times dreaming
of a luscious ecstasy,

even including cruelty and aggression,
but without the taint of task. 

Some mantra of gorgeousness,
un-worried by a fever-spike in children,

or the sheer bother of the other, 
fantasizing shadows without stone-cold dark,

a beyond without abyss,
hymns without dogma,
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gratifying essences of transcendence—
all such being symbols 

of a yearning to be watched 
with utter tolerance and sweet green love 

no matter who we are
and what we’ve done. 

And these needs and longings are actual, palpable, 
just as real as lichen on the bark.

Thus my struggle here with
temptations of symbolist ecology,

acknowledging, if reluctantly, 
how much “beyond” saturates “the real.”

But what “beyond”? What “real”? Whose language 
links to what? Who generates these words? 

And why? 
What needs does each turn satisfy?
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“Le Bateau ivre” and 
The Drunk Flotilla

When setting about to explain literary translation, the first thing I reach
for is still Eliot Weinberger and Octavio Paz’s 19 Ways of Looking at Wang
Wei, which collects 19 versions of a famous Tang dynasty poem with
insightful (and frequently snarky) critiques. Translators know that the com-
parative reading of divergent translations is a powerful, evergreen shortcut to
grasping what’s at stake in our endeavor, but relatively few explicit collec-
tions exist. Among the academic/critical approaches, there are Jorge Luis
Borges’s famous “The Translators of The Thousand and One Nights,” Rainer
Schulte’s Comparative Perspectives, Douglas Hofstadter’s stabs at “A une
Damoyselle malade” in Le Ton beau de Marot, Robert Wechsler’s pile-up of
Iliad excerpts in Performing Without a Stage, and the Penguin “Poets in
Translation” series. More creative takes include Spleen (1973), in which
English poet Nicholas Moore did thirty-one wildly different translations of
Baudelaire’s “Je suis comme le roi . . .”, submitting the versions to a compe-
tition under a variety of pseudonyms. Another is Caroline Bergvall’s 2005
“VIA,” in which the artist arranges other translators’ versions of the first
three lines of Dante’s Inferno to form a new poem. The most recent such
project of which I’m aware is Sharmila Cohen and Paul Legault’s 2012 col-
lection The Sonnets: Translating and Rewriting Shakespeare, wherein 154
poet-translators create English to English versions of Shakespeare’s son-
nets—though the fact that they each translate different sonnets limits the
comparative umph.

How exciting, then, to enlarge this corpus with new translations, adapta-
tions, and reimaginings of just three stanzas of Rimbaud’s “Le bateau ivre.”
Where critical comparison can be constrained by formality, and personal
artistic vision sets Moore and Bergvall’s pieces apart, the following flotilla
means to be generative, to be aggressively plurivocal, to make drunken mis-
chief. And this productive mischief is compounded, I hope, by the additional
layer of conversation with Baudelaire and Joe Milutis’s collection of
"Correspondences." To use the post-natural terms Joe puts into play in his
introduction, these sister projects go beyond interrogating translation as
appropriation to embracing translation as mutation. Here you’ll find
Oulipean mutinies, gentle unmoorings, and an associative translator’s note as
translation itself.

The project’s irreverence—its anthropophagism—is made possible by
our sense of “Le Bateau ivre” and of “Correspondances,” of Rimbaud and
Baudelaire, of French symbolist poetry, even of the French language as too
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well-respected, too established to tarnish or appropriate in a problematic
way. As Joe and I have discussed, working with classic texts one feels she is
at liberty to be a punk. Our framing is likewise enabling: in this innovative
journal, introduced by these hedging editorial notes, the boats and correspon-
dences are clearly a kind of risky play, their transgression a testament to the
aura of the original.

Still. Rimbaud was not venerated in his life and might well be appalled
at such cavalier treatment. Can creative ingenuity truly allow us to evade
concerns about ethical fidelity that we would feel is owed to contemporary or
historically marginalized poets? And while all of this projects’ participants
are artistically committed to translation, does including artists who are not
translators in the traditional sense not beg the question of an implied privi-
leging of freewheeling authorship over the always-held-to-an-impossible-
standard stuff of translation?

One reason I've been so enthusiastic about working in conversation with
Joe and his “Correspondences” is that I’ve long thought of translation itself
as correspondence between artists across time, space, culture, and language. I
take the term from Jack Spicer’s After Lorca, which creates a relationship
between the dead poet and the (then) living one. Spicer tells “Lorca” in the
book’s third letter, “Things do not connect; they correspond,” accurately
describing the nonequivalence and connection in any act of translation or
adaptation, but also advocating for translation as a poetics of indeterminacy,
where “that lemon corresponds to this piece of seaweed” (134).

Where for Spicer and his Lorca, correspondence is grounded in the rela-
tionship between two writers, two texts, Joe and my projects make visible the
way that translation can be a kind of web of correspondences. I think of it as
a literary “creative commons” (a 21st century spin on Eliot’s “Tradition and
the Individual Talent”?) wherein extant and potential versions are forever
calling, responding, and multiplying across difference. Indeed, Jack Spicer’s
great wish for his own poems was that “some future poet will write some-
thing which corresponds to them” (134).

In “Le Bateau ivre,” the boat narrates its own ecstatic story of breaking
free from its sailors, becoming “drunk” on the seawater that slowly drags it
down, finally throwing off any sense of defined course and spiraling into
possibility. It is my hope that Rimbaud and Baudelaire, with their own deep-
seated irreverences, would enjoy these projects as a raucous, joyful, and still-
not-uncritical spiraling into their own possibilities.
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from “Le Bateau ivre”

Qui courais, tâché de lunules électriques,
Planche folle, escorté des hippocampes noirs,
Quand les juillets faisaient crouler à coups de triques
Les cieux ultramarins aux ardents entonnoirs ;

Moi qui tremblais, sentant geindre à cinquante lieues
Le rut des Béhémots et les Maelstroms épais,
Fileur éternel des immobilités bleues,
Je regrette l’Europe aux anciens parapets !

J'ai vu des archipels sidéraux ! et des îles
Dont les cieux délirants sont ouverts au vogueur :
— Est-ce en ces nuits sans fond que tu dors et t'exiles,
Million d'oiseaux d'or, ô future Vigueur ? —
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Drunken Boat

Who kept running, spangled with electric lunes,
Crazy plank, with escort of black seahorses,
When all the Julys with their cudgels have crushed
Ultramarine skies into burning craters;

I who trembled, and could feel the moans a hundred miles away
Of rutting behemoths and sluggish maelstroms,
Eternal spinner of blue immobilities,
I miss the Europe of ancient parapets!

I have seen sidereal archipelagos! and islands
Whose delirious skies open up for a drifter:
—Is it in these bottomless nights you sleep in exile,
You million golden birds, O Power yet to come?—
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Drunken Boat

Spangled in electric half-moons I run wild,
Shard of crazed timber lashed by dark seahorses,
While skies cudgeled by too many Julys 
Sink down fiery funnels to their sources.

Fifty leagues off I catch wind, shivering me through,
Of gaping Maelstroms, the rutting Behemoths' bawl;
Skimming on eternities of immense still blue,
I thirst for dear Europe's green and ancient walls.

I've seen archipelagoes in the stars! Isles,
Delirious heavens that summon mariners to flight:
In such depthless nights do you sleep out your exile,
O million golden birds, o future Might?
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Drunken Boat

Who feels, whining by electric lunes,
Crazy plank, regretted by black seahorses, 
When the Julys have watched cudgel blows to 
ultramarine skies of ardent funnels ;

I, who was—is—sleeping in fifty leagues amid
The rutting of Behemoths and thick Maelstroms, 
Eternal spinner of blue immobilities,
I exile myself from Europe and its ancient parapets !

I have cried at sidereal archipelagos ! and those islands
Where delirious skies are open to the wanderer :
Is it there in these nights without end where you possess and you inflate 
millions of golden birds, o future Vigor ?
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Drunken Boat

Touched with the courage of tiny e-moons,
Blackened hypocrites cut a full plank—
Quaintly chewing this cruel phase from out its tricky little coop. 
Let’s show the ultrasea our hot black funnel!
Mock-tremble at rejoinders sent sinking leagues below,
As in the maelstrom behemoths eternally rut
Against files immobilized to blue.
Surely Europe regrets its old puppets:
A starry archfiend’s view of ills . . .
Don’t let’s sue for the vogue of open cents,
That these newfound cents make you gold in exile.
For lo, Verlaine, a million birds of gold already

energize the future
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Drunken Boat

The following text was generated from Stalling's Chinese 
character-based English transcription algorithm (called 
SinoEnglish or 拼英) which isolates Chinese phonemes 
(consonants and vowel components) then sequences these 
into English speech sounds.

I raced, stained by the moon's electric

爱 日北四大，四大北那大八爱 (浊舌呀)么 马乌乌那'四
弟拉也吃丝卡

fragments, timbers crazed, black sea-

发日言言哥马么那台四，台丝丝马八么儿四 卡日北(浊四)大，
八拉言卡 四弟

horses as my escort, Julys battering me—

哈够日四么(浊四)  言(浊四) 马爱 也四卡啊日台，扎乌乌拉爱'(浊四)   
八言台么儿冰 马弟—

and turquoise skies with ardent funnels—

言那大 台么儿快噢一浊四四哥爱(浊四)   袜丝(浊呀舌)   
啊啊儿大么那台 发么么那么么了了(浊四）——

while I shivered, sensing from a distance

袜爱爱了了 爱 山丝(浊发)么儿大，四也也那四冰 发日么么马 么
大丝四大么么那四

Behemoth’s rutting moans, crude Maelstroms,

八么哈弟马么(呀舌)'四 日么台冰 马狗那四，卡日乌大
马北拉四车日么么马四，

the eternal spiders spinning azure immobilities—

(浊呀舌)么 弟台么儿那么么了了四怕爱大么儿(浊四)  四怕丝那冰
言(浊山)么儿 丝马狗八言言拉丝台弟(浊四）——
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I longed for Europe and her ancient parapets!

爱拉方大发狗儿 压乌日么怕 言那大哈么儿北那车么么那台
怕北北日么怕也台!  

I saw the archipelagos of stars! islands with 

爱四啊 浊呀舌么 啊啊儿儿卡么怕也也了了么么哥狗(浊四)  么(浊发)                    
四大啊儿(浊四)!  爱爱了了么么那大(浊四）袜丝浊呀舌

frenzied skies—open to the traveler—gold 

发日也也那(浊四)弟大 四哥爱(浊四)－够够怕么那 台乌 (浊呀舌)么
车日言(浊发）么拉么儿——哥够了了大

birds in the millions were my future impulse. 

八么儿大(浊四)  么那 (浊呀舌)么 马丝丝了了压么那四 袜么儿 马爱
发压乌车么儿 丝马怕么了了四。

In night-fathoms will you sleep in exile?

丝那 那爱台－发言(浊呀舌)么马(浊四) 袜丝了了 压乌 四拉弟怕 丝那
也卡(浊四)爱了了?
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Drunken Boat

I, who cricket-scored, dishonored by rousing buttocks,
A wildly thrilling slate, hookered by African-American walruses,
When dog-days handicapped with their cudgelled erections
Lands of extreme happiness beyond a sea of raging craters;

I, who ate white snakeroot, shrewdly inarticulate with quartered associations,
As routine as a Creationist's sauropod or ignorant surfer’s fantasies,
Life after a slow-bowler’s death with its bruised still pictures,
I sincerely won't be on this old world’s, old lover’s balcony edges!

I have slept with Hollywood’s dotted landfalls! Concrete platforms
Whose disorderly climates are doing business with the seasick-free:
—Is it during such unfounded sinfulness that you close your petals in 

Babylon,
With the fastest, highest, strongest chicks, oh speculative validity?—
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Drunken Planes, Trains and Automobiles

Who took flight, lit up with electric lunulae,
A moonstruck needle led by darkest pterippi,
As July strove to pull down, with thunderous claps, 
Skies of cerulean blue and their tattered clouds;

I a-tremble, a hundred and more miles off, felt 
The screech of an iron Behemoth’s rutting, and 
His funnel of steam, smoke twisting into still blue; 
How I miss the grand halls of Callet's Orléans!

I have seen vast networks of streets! and great highways 
Whose unbounded paths are free to all wanderers:
Do you sleep, self-exiled within these endless nights, 
The strength of thirty gilt horses, o future Haste? 
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Drunken Boat

I booked it out of there, graffitied with digitally reduced moons, 
Insane surfboard with an entourage of black seahorses,
When summer anthems did serious damage to the sky,
Clear as an LCD screen, sending it into a hyped-up sinkhole.

I had a freakquake. I could hear from 50 miles away the humungous groan 
Of monsters getting it on, and some epic global warming,
An infinity pool in a blue-jean spin cycle.
I totally miss Europe with its really old stuff!

Oh whatever. I saw those star-struck traffic islands! 
Because they're full of gutterpunks:
“But wait, are you going to bounce and hook up that night, 
You pimped-out futuristic Big Bird?”
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Drunken Boat

Who moved, a fine fraction, snared dicks glittering,
Eating an order of myself supplied by some blood-red shapeshifters, 
When a birthday cake is preceded by a holler, hey y’all, hey,
This sea-green grind vibrates, a unit, exploding in shimmers;

I myself shaking a bit, hearing over yonder, hearing down here 
A sky round-headed and bloody, thick eyelashes whole-hog, 
Grinding forever on the floor, hips into linoleum.
Well, I think, I think homeward as I want and I lean!

Islands of wheat gluten, islands of gelatinous mass,
I’ve opened my peepers to you, you, open as you are:
—Is it here in a bottomless appetizer that you snooze and remove, 
You, bright flock, o you ornery cuss, close enough to bloom?—
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Drunken Boat

Hey Cori, I snapped the supermoon. 
It’s not all illusion, running an empty 
Acoustic mini-guitar shop. Plenty
Of stains on this little heart. More soon.

*

Plenty of planking. I made myself crazed. 
The hemispheres keep seizing up.
In the arctic, a seahorse is freezing up.
Little black moon, in your shadow I’m dazed.

*

I started to write, “O cruel July,
O July is the cruelest month.”
I’m repeating myself. I slump
And the beatings repeat themselves coolly.

*

Malcolm Lowry locked in a cabin, 
Warhol stars on skylight display.
The funnels burn as the clouds go gray. 
Lacy black tones of celestial rapine.

*

“Doing eighty and she slammed on the brakes,” 
The gendarme joked, writing the ticket.
I was the sense that shook in the thicket.
Fifty versions of me, fifty trembling mistakes.

*

And only one Pantagruel rutting.
And only one hurricane swamping 
The civic geography. Lamping,
Cold lamping, and Behemoth strutting.
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*

For a long time I filed reports early 
Regarding the eternal descent
Of blue that does not move. I went 
To bed, waiting for nothing, surly.

*
I have only one regret, Europe.
I missed your ancient parapets.
I'm lying. I have a lot of regrets.
Not so much about tourism, sure enough.

*

I’ve seen things you people wouldn’t believe. 
Archipelagoes off the shoulder of Orion.
And the islands—but once again I’m lying.
I have seen stars that led me to grief.

*

Doesn’t the sky. Doesn’t the sky shake 
Deliriously. That time it tore me open. 
Now I go from here to there hoping
Its lacy days resound for someone's sake.

*

Because me or somebody’s still found 
At the bottom of the night. So easy
To say, if saying sleep is easy:
“If saying sleep,” the exile droned.

*

Hey Cori, here’s a million gilded
Birds behind a wheezing door.
Or did I mean a freezing seahorse, or 
Is this the snarling future we builded?
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Drunken Boat

flat out floored it 
naked covered in glitter 
skinny as a stick
a seahorse on each shoulder 

july heat firing 
straight down

oversensed
twitching to all the biology 
for fifty miles
spooling into a single thread 
yanking me back
to the Alamo
fucking Six Flags

like crucifying your old comics 
those wide open pages
the shapes of desire
language optional
just that once
then the rest of time stuck asking
when's life going to start?
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Party Boat

I was Bladerunner and you were electricity.
I walked my plank like the evil seahorse told me to.
When summer beats the August out of herself
we’ll be this mer-audience to her sea-tornados.

I moaned all the way to where I trembled
like a fish at the bottom, my bottom being fish-
like but of this insane blue that's like the idea of color or
like a tower of neon forces going down.

I was Aquaman. You were the constellation
the islands made to make me look at.
Dear dark, how many gold birds are sleeping
in you with their little futures? I hear a million.
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Drunken Boat

Who ran, marked with electric half-moons,
Gangplank queen escorted by black seahorses,
When Julys with their hard thrusts collapsed
Ultramarine skies into hot weeping holes;

I, who trembled, sensing from fifty leagues the groaning
Heat of Behemoths and deep Maelstroms,
Eternal spinner of blue stillnesses,
Sorry antique parapets of Europe!

I saw the astral archipelagos! And the islands
Whose delirious skies are open to the drifter:
“In these endless nights do you sleep and exile yourself,
Million birds of gold, O strength-to-be?”
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Drunken Boat

What courage the electronic moon contains—
that crazy plank, that escort of the black hippocampus. 
When all her fresh Julys creep up,
her ultramarine sky or ardent encounters

make me tremble, make me sense that this is all 
cinematography, a rut composed of epic storms,
a rut of blue that will not move, not even for eternity. 
Fuck. I fucking hate Europe! I fucking hate the ancient!

Felix, now that I have seen crescent-fanged archipelagos,
now that I have seen delirious skies, not as you believe (in dreams) 
but in REAL LIFE, which is not over there, not in some voyage
but rather right here in this night made of the endlessness of exile,

right here with her one million birds, I can easily say, 
“Oh future, there is no vigor.”
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The Drunken Mystification

1. I, who was spilt, was spread and passed from one to the other, morally
stained by sudden, violent body parts shaped like crescents—flat mad—con-
voyed for security reasons by terrifying brusque movements from the tempo-
ral lobe; when months of Julius Caesar brought about the sudden collapse,
with all their weight, of spheres, ultramarine and crystalline, their throats on
fire at the movement of body parts capable of serving as instruments of the
penis in erection—brutal, repressive authority;

2. I, who was shaken by repeated small tremors around a position of balance,
while taking cognizance more or less clearly, at a large enough aggregate of
distances (small, but they seem large), of the great sexual excitement of those
fantastic animals likened by some to the elephant or rhinoceros, by others—
and more frequently—to the Egyptian hippopotamus, but in either case
bewailing themselves about every little thing with no viable reason for doing
it. Cognizance also of those very rapid marine whirlpools set going in tidal
currents in a channel of the Norwegian Lofoten Islands. They form a deep
abyss but lack finesse, delicacy, grace, easiness of manner, elegance, refine-
ment;

I, the master blackmailer, the definitive interruption of whose period of
activity cannot be glimpsed or guessed at, I, the cheater who conjures away
horses characterized by a sort of cataleptic state resulting in the difficulty,
not to say the impossibility, of either moving or holding a pose, so that they
are left fixed in astonishment,

I suffer the baneful consequences of the Europe of protections, natural or
otherwise; of separations, even of obstructions that erect themselves in the
manner of a protective wall and which no longer exercise the function or
activity previously exercised, and which, as they have lost their primitive
purpose, become disused or turned to different uses!

3. I have, in a passive manner lacking in preliminary intention, registered the
image that found itself within my visual field, an image of irregular group-
ings of objects (concrete, abstract) that emanated from celestial bodies lumi-
nous in themselves (sun, stars) or reflecting a solar light (moon, planets),
objects identical or similar to one another!
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And I have found myself, as if by chance, in the presence of sugary desserts
composed of meringue, or else of ladyfinger, floating in cream, confections
whose atmosphere, assaulted by hysterical excitement, is disposed in such a
way as to permit communication between the interior and the exterior space
occupied by someone engaged in kneading and molding clay before placing
it on the potter's wheel:

Darknesses into which the surface of the planet Earth finds itself immersed
when it no longer receives, on account of its position with respect to the sun,
the solar light—darknesses without any side placed opposite to and facing
their entrance or opening—is it within these that You remain inactive, are
left unutilized for the moment? Is it into them that You drive, proscribe, ban-
ish yourself?

You, a thousand times a thousand light and tender kisses made from a sim-
ple, precious body, good conductor of heat and electricity, liberating positive
ions, and gifted with a splendor often brilliant, gleaming yellow, soft, very
dense, malleable, and ductile! You, who normally present Yourself in small
masses without any casing of earth or stone!

You, who will effectively exist, who will be (in a time to come considered
above all as a period or epoch contrasted to the epoch we are currently in), O
appetite or sexual capacity!
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Drunken Boat

There's something really perverse about a miserable summer. I don’t live in
one of those places where, by virtue of polar vortices—of the temperature
and of the soul—the sign “summer” is transformed into a durable signifier of
cruelly delayed optimism. Nor do I have one of those jobs with the vaunted
holy grail of summers off. 

Still, I have always believed in the summer as a partly-overdetermined,
twelve-week kairos for better living through expropriated heliotropic energy.
Its expressions are familiar and numerous. Padron peppers with salt. Squash
blossoms stuffed with fromage blanc. Sunglasses. The harmonized voices of
the Beach Boys singing “Don’t Worry Baby,” only without the dark person-
alities and the scary cars. I hope yours was better than mine! In any event,
when Sara announced her birthday party at the beach would be on Labor
Day, I hoped the celebration would mark a hinge between desperation and
new hope, like treading the space between sidereal archipelagos.

When Anna Rosenwong wrote to invite me to contribute one of a “flotilla”
of translations of three stanzas of the poem “Le Bateau ivre” by Arthur
Rimbaud, I felt enthusiastic about the concept and excited to have the oppor-
tunity to reread “Bateau.” After all, it was over a decade ago that I first read
Norma Cole’s “Nines and Tens: A Talk On Translation,” in which it figures
prominently—have you read the transcript of this talk? Oh, you should!
Norma brilliantly works through problems of translation, both familiar and
new. It was a critical text for me as a young poet, obsessed with problems of
translation but lacking a vocabulary to describe them.

One of the talk’s key illustrations is found in Samuel Beckett’s translation of
“Le Bateau ivre.” Beckett translates “dix nuits” as “nine nights.” Norma
demonstrates the “impossible” slippage from ten to nine as a way to reunder-
stand what poetry is. In other words, in any conceivable communicative
utterance, ten can simply never be nine. But in the poem, that paronomastic
vessel of excess, “nine nights” expresses something of dix nuits that “ten
nights” doesn't quite. 

But before I get carried away let me return to Anna’s invitation. My delight
turned to awe when I saw a partial list of some of the other invited contribu-
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tors. I knew almost all of their names—they were the names of friends, but
also of heroes, poets and translators whose works have been electric lunules
gibbous in my mind for years.

I remember seeing Erín Moure read at the Poetry Center as an undergrad.
She read her transelations from the Portuguese, opening wild vistas of possi-
bility for my conception of what it means to embody the transformation of
literary texts. I paced for days after that reading, elliptically staggering on the
backs of sketchy equine sea creatures, Erín and her work together an interior-
ized Virgil. But, truth be told, I’ve been given so much from the people on
Anna’s list. And not just regarding translation per se. As I scanned their
names, my skin became like the salamander’s, permeable to water, lined with
cells that bettered breathing. Temporarily, I forgot about this summer, and
even the July that beat me with a trick hammer became an ultramarine
canopy of sky, ardent funnels through which saccharine memories entered
and metastasized.

I thought of the way Paul hugged me the first time we met, rubbing his palm
on my back. With anybody else it would have been too intimate, but Paul
makes you feel like you've known him forever the moment you meet him. I
thought hi Judith! There are not enough lines in “Le Bateau ivre” to say how
much better my life has been because of our friendship. I love you. I thought
about an afternoon that Sandra and I sat in my backyard in the Mission, nurs-
ing beers and getting to know each other while her kid strayed around the
yard dodging dog turds. I thought about how much I love being around John,
who’s so generous and cool. I thought about Marie, whose work I adored
from afar for years, and how, when we finally got to meet in Detroit last win-
ter, it was so easy and fun hanging out with her and Aaron, a bunch of cats,
and a little bag of prescription cheeba. But to index all I felt would immobi-
lize this translation, quite against the swerved torpor of Rimbaud’s boat.

I had the momentary fantasy that all of these people and I not only would be
gathered in a special feature of Drunken Boat, offering our translations of
three stanzas of “Bateau,” which is a way of telling our life stories to each
other, but that we actually would be at some sort of party together. Maybe in-
between Marie’s new place in Brooklyn and John’s in Portland, which I
guess might be in Kansas City or thereabouts. I know some terrific places,
and if the weather permits, we could all sit around a big table, like one of
those parties I’ve vaguely read about, where Rimbaud and Verlaine and their
poet friends sit around long tables in Paris, their lips light lime green from
gumming high-octane wormwood absinthe off a spoon. At the end of the 
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night, Rimbaud dumps over the table, everybody’s manuscripts fly into dis-
array, he and Verlaine go home and fuck and say the coolest, most menacing
and intense shit to each other.

Making the translation was a familiar process. When I want to translate
something, I read it and re-read it. I try to read it very slowly, like a salaman-
der who accidentally ends up outside on the street in Montreal in February,
dull and sullenly burning newspapers to stay warm. Just as a mesh net drags
through a body of water, accumulating particles and microorganisms, I’m
turned off and on and around as the drunken boat sails into me and I become
it. My insides start to curdle. Like putting a wild fig in a glass of milk, it gets
fucking weird. I start thinking about Behemoths and Maelstroms. I start
thinking about times I’ve been on boats, times I’ve been in the water, times
that I’ve been drunk. But then my translation starts to make me a little sea-
sick. Where is the Dramamine in this prose? It comes later, when we’re
lounging on the deck of the boat, drunk as shit, relaxed and happy.

But as I read and re-read “Bateau” and especially those three stanzas, I was
less sure of myself, about where my skin ended and the cornified outer layers
of the other contributors to the feature in Drunken Boat began. I didn’t know
Charlotte Mandel—was she, like me, tripping about the bottomless nights of
exile and the innumerable birds heralding some future power? Had Laura
Mullen had a shitty summer, too? Did the representation of those million
golden birds stir something, some dream of flight, to abdicate from a pitiful
conjuncture? I hope not, you know? 

I guess if I feel torn between wanting to have a common experience of read-
ing and access to some uniquely fabricated oracle from the poem, that's an
ordinary experience for the translator, always supposedly split between two
electromagnetic currents pulling apart the arms so there's nothing left but the
heart, abracadabresque, tumbling off the deck into a heaving heap of floating
trash. Fuck Europe, you know? Fuck its ancient parapets. But I thought about
those other translators and a song played, “there's a place for
us!/somewhere/a place for us” in the hissing sibilants of the version by Tom
Waits. I’m always stuck between the desire to paddle in the thick scaly mov-
ing air of a floating school and wandering off to that place, wherever it is. 

I’ve also been thinking about this paradigm of dreamt self-exile because,
well, Rimbaud, and also because I got a haircut that’s too good for my work-
place. Alli cut my hair after Sara’s birthday party at the beach. I scrubbed the
sand and microparasites my scalp accumulated swimming in the water, low-
ered the blinds, stripped, and smelled the salt on Alli’s skin as she leaned
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around my head in a sharp dance, shaping and shearing the long mess on top.
The haircut is frankly wonderful, a style I’ve coveted for years. A long lin-
eage of stylists failed to hearken to my vision, the sides and back shaved
close to the skin with cute bangs swept over my brow like the delirious skies
the sea-wanderer treads. Their past efforts were preserved in the various
lengths and layers of individual hairs, but only with Alli’s sympathy and
determination did the haircut come to pass. I thought it looked great, but
realized something was a little off when I went to work the next day.

Lingering looks from coworkers lingered too long. The sides were too short,
I guess, the overall effect too punk. One said, well that’s an extremely trendy
haircut. Another asked if it had a name. By now I was trying to hide in my
tiny office like a Platyhelminthes lurking underneath cloudy sand. Stuck bar-
nacle on the bottom of the boat of contemporary wage-earning, envoy from a
misaligned sartorial future or, perhaps, past. I already spend much of my
time at work trying to code as ordinary, invisible and therefore “profession-
al,” admittedly a burlesque, but one I’ve become quite good at over the
years. Now my haircut became a hirsute antagonist I had unwittingly appro-
priated and draped atop my face and brain. Rutting Behemoths messing up a
placid daily tragedy. The discordantly excellent haircut made every shift an
occasion for dreamily displacing my body to a remote parapet of utter unem-
ployment. 

I thought about Rimbaud, a poet famous for his day job. I don’t know what
kind of haircut would have been inappropriate for such a shitty job, colonial
accomplice running arms between death stations. I don’t know if Rimbaud
even cared about his haircut. He probably did. My disaster was minor, I
admit. I had simply made myself too visible, my defenses weakened against
the co-linearizing effects of the wage-labor obsequy. I kept staring up into
the sky, flicking my tail back and forth across my back in penance, ready to
autotome if necessary. I’d, like, huff Calgon if it meant peace. 

Sometimes during this shitty summer I thought that what I’d really like to do
is phoenix, but another idea was to burrow. Lie lusty and forlorn in the
netherdust. Let my hair grow. Drink a lot, float among the trash boats. At the
party, my keel swelled. As soon as we said our hellos and distributed hugs I
stripped and hurried down the bank of hot sand into the bay. The water was
warm and shallow. Diving in with a shout, I shut my eyelids tight against the
onslaught of salt. Floating on my back, the sun high in the air, I began to
wander at the waves' will like the pattern of thought that surprises one when 
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reading something very slow. When my friends finally joined, I said, do you
guys know that thing where Bataille says “the animal is in the world like
water in water.” They did, we do, we are. 

I brought goggles. The water was so shallow that there was almost nothing to
see when you dove to the bay’s floor. A couple of feet of cloud, suffused
with minor hurtling pebbles, and then smooth sand. The goggles constituted
a technology of mediation that permitted me to see what I wasn’t supposed
to. That is, my bio-eyes yearned to stay closed in the water but, by techno-
logical augmentation, by adding a third element to the conjuncture of my
body and the water of the bay, a new experience was produced. Translation.
The special set of goggles eyeing the space between “bateau” and “boat,” dix
nuits and nine nights, the invisible communist world hidden inside this one.

There really was almost nothing down there. It’s weird, in hindsight, how
pleasurable it was to dive and sink, over and over. Once, though, I did notice
something. There was an impression in the sand, a few inches long and
vaguely ovular. As the momentum of my diving body caused the vulnerable
sand to stir and move, I made out the shape of some kind of worm. Its stabili-
ty among so much velocity made it seem calm and peaceful. Prehistoric.
Untranslatable. A salamander in its misty niche. I think that worm and I felt
something for each other. A million birds appreciating their communities, in
bottomless night, scheming future vigor. I mean zombie birds on fire, flying
right into the sun and staying there forever. Here, for a few hours, there was
a place for us. Jen, come here, borrow my goggles, let’s look for this worm.
Flips, handstands, individual medleys, giggles. Paul, let’s go back in, the
water’s cold, only for a moment. Here’s a place for us. We’ll find a new way
of living. We’ll find a new way of forgiving. It’s what translators are always
saying. Hold my hand and we’re halfway there. Hold my hand and I’ll take
you there.
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